Purpose. We aim to simulate how colored images are perceived by subjects with local achromatic and chromatic contrast sensitivity losses in the visual field (VF). Methods. The spatiochromatic corresponding pair algorithm, introduced in a previous article (J Opt Soc Am (A) 2004;21:176 -186), has been implemented with a linear model of the visual system. Spatial information is processed separately by the chromatic and achromatic mechanisms by means of a multiscale model, with sensors selective to frequency, orientation, and spatial position, whose mechanism-dependent relative weights change with the spatial location of the image. These weights have been obtained from perimetric data from a patient with Leber's Hereditary Optic Neuropathy and an age-matched sample of normal subjects, using achromatic, red-green, and blue-yellow gratings of different spatial frequencies. Distortion contours for each mechanism have been derived from the images simulating the perception of these subjects at different locations in the VF. Results. The images simulating the perception of normal subjects at different locations of the VF show a fast decrease in image quality with eccentricity. The same analysis carried out with the Leber's Hereditary Optic Neuropathy patient reveals worse overall image quality throughout the VF, plus a color vision defect resembling red-green dichromacy at fovea and trichromatic anomaly in the rest of the VF. Conclusions. In the present article, we show that implementing the algorithm with a spatial vision model that considers the changes in contrast sensitivity with spatial location of the stimulus may reveal the local effects that are suffered, in general, by pathological subjects, and that are ignored by simpler spatial vision models. (Optom Vis Sci 2012;89:1543-1556 Key Words: contrast sensitivity losses, visual field, peripheral vision, image simulation, Leber's Hereditary Optic Neuropathy, corresponding pair algorithm A great variety of pathologies (including glaucoma, optic neuritis, diabetes, multiple sclerosis, etc) provoke changes in the relative action spectra of the chromatic and achromatic color mechanisms and/or selectively reduces contrast sensitivity for a range of spatial frequencies or even in the whole spectrum.
A great variety of pathologies (including glaucoma, optic neuritis, diabetes, multiple sclerosis, etc) provoke changes in the relative action spectra of the chromatic and achromatic color mechanisms and/or selectively reduces contrast sensitivity for a range of spatial frequencies or even in the whole spectrum. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The functional impairments may have preretinal, retinal, or cortical in origin. In glaucomatous patients, for example, impairments have been often related to relative losses of ganglion cells in the mango-, parvo-, and koniocellular pathways mediating the achromatic, the red-green, and the blue-yellow mechanisms, respectively, 10, 11 but changes in the action spectra of a postreceptorial mechanism may be the result of a simple alteration in the proportion of cones of the different classes, as occur in the case of a dichromat 12 or a person with a cone dystrophy. 13 In other persons, losses of chromatic and achromatic contrast sensitivities may be optical in origin, as in the case of a subject with cataracts of any morphological type.
14 As a result, the appearance a given image has for a subject suffering these impairments and for normal subject may differ in a variety of aspects. A procedure to simulate realistically, the appearance an image has for a given subject may be useful to evaluate the magnitude and type of perceptual losses caused by pathology, including blur, chromatic, and achromatic haloes; local or global hue shifts; and contrast, brightness, or colorfulness reductions. This knowledge may also direct the development of tools that help these subjects to reduce the impact their anomalies have in their everyday lives, as has been done in the algorithms that modify color palette (in Web pages, for instance), so as to minimize color confusions for subjects with congenital color defects. 15, 16 An algorithm to simulate realistically the image appearance of any observer ought to make use of a vision model, allowing the introduction of local or global changes of various classes and in different processing stages. Examples may be found in the literature of algorithms simulating image perception, in particular for dichromatic subjects. 17, 18 In previous articles, we proposed the corresponding pair algorithm as a new procedure to simulate how a variant subject would perceive a color image. 19 -21 Basically, for a given image T (test), the algorithm computed the image S (simulation), verifying that a subject with variant color vision (problem or variant subject) perceives T in the same way as S would be perceived by a normal (or reference) subject. If we have models to predict the perception of normal and problem subjects (denoted by m n and m v , respectively), image S may be found by solving the following equation:
The quality of the predictions depends on how well the models used describe the visual system. In its initial implementation, 19, 20 we used the algorithm to simulate images perceived by dichromatic subjects by implementing Eq. 1 with color vision models working separately on each image pixel, and we did not consider spatial interactions of any kind between pixels. The algorithm could be used with any color vision model with both normal and dichromatic versions, provided the normal version was invertible. Different color vision models were used in the simulation, 19 and the predictions obtained were used as a new test to decide which dichromatic version of a model predicts best the behavior of a particular dichromat. 20 We have recently revised the implementation of our algorithm 21 to include the interactions between pixels. The model used comprises a part for processing the spectral content of the image (a color vision model) that still works pixel by pixel, and a part to process the spatial content of the image (a spatial vision model), which describes how the visual system treats the interaction between pixels. This new version is called spatiochromatic corresponding pair algorithm and has been used to simulate how subjects with different pathologies (in particular, glaucoma and diabetic retinopathy) 21 perceive an image and also to evaluate perceptual asymmetries between the two eyes of a patient. 22 The spatial vision model used in the second version of the algorithm was simply separate linear filtering of the achromatic, red-green, and blue-yellow components of the image. The filtersband-pass for the achromatic mechanism and low-pass for the two chromatic ones-were, except for a global scaling constant, the subject's spatial contrast sensitivity functions, measured along the cardinal directions of the color space, that is, along the directions isolating the postreceptorial achromatic, red-green, and blueyellow mechanisms. 23 The algorithm, in this form, can be used to simulate either alterations in the spectral sensitivities or on the contrast sensitivity of the different visual mechanisms but does not consider possible spatial inhomogeneities in the pattern of contrast sensitivity losses suffered by a subject. These inhomogeneous losses appear in normal subjects (consider, for instance, the decrement of sensitivity with eccentricity) and in most pathologies, and therefore a realistic simulation of the perception of these patients requires using the spatiochromatic corresponding pair algorithm with a spatial model that considers the possibility of changes of contrast sensitivity with eccentricity.
The aim of this article is to develop the spatiochromatic corresponding pair algorithm with a multiscale spatial model, where images are processed by a mosaic of sensors, selective to spatial frequency and orientation, with tuning frequencies spaced in octaves, according to the characteristics of the V1 cells. 24, 25 Changes in contrast sensitivity at different locations in the visual field are simulated by modifying the relative sensitivities of these sensors, but letting their band-width unchanged. 26 With this implementation of the algorithm, we have evaluated how image perception changes across the visual field, both for normal subjects and for a pathological subject. It must be noted that the focus of the article is not in the particular pathological subject used, but in the procedure that would serve to understand the perception of any given subject. We have simulated, as an example, how a subject with Leber's hereditary optic neuropathy (LHON) perceives an image at different eccentricities, and in this way, we have evaluated her vision throughout the visual field. Subjects with this neuropathy suffer from bilateral, usually sequential, rapid loss of central vision characterized by dyschromatopsia, cecocentral scotoma, and severe reduction of visual acuity.
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METHODS
The Spatiochromatic Corresponding Pair Algorithm Revisited
Although in Eq. 1 the normal and variant models could have different structures, provided they met certain mathematical requisites, 19 -20 we have assumed that the variant model can be derived by changing the values of certain parameters controlling the sensitivities of the mechanisms of the normal model. 19 -21 If the model can be divided in two independent parts, 21 one for color processing and other for spatial processing, the solution to Eq. 1 becomes then
where T(x, y) and S(x, y) are the tristimulus values of the original and simulated images at each spatial position (x, y), m is a mathematical operator comprising all the stages of the model, p nc and p vc are the set of parameters defining the spectral sensitivities of the color mechanisms in the normal and variant versions of the model, and p ns and p vs are the parameters defining their spatial properties. In this article, we reformulate Eq. 2 to include the dependence of the parameters of the model on the spatial location of the image as follows:
Vector r ជ 0,prob describes the position in the visual field of the image the appearance of which we wish to simulate, and r ជ 0,ref is the vector describing the position in the visual field where the simulation will be shown to the normal subject.
Although vector r ជ 0,ref can be freely chosen, two particular cases are of special interest. For instance, if our aim is to simulate how the spatial location of the image affects the perception of the problem subject, r ជ 0,ref should be kept constant, and for ease of visualization, fovea would be a good choice. However, if we aim to evaluate the degree of image distortions introduced by any alteration of the subject's visual system, r ជ 0,prob and r ជ 0,ref would better be equal. In this article, we use Eq. 3 with linear color vision and spatial vision models. The stages of the algorithm, using these 2 models that we describe in what follows, are illustrated in Fig. 1 . At the first stage, the color of each pixel in the problem image is characterized in the opponent modulation space-or color space for short. 28 In this space, the components of the stimulus vector (⌬A, ⌬T, ⌬D), computed with Eq. 4, represent the changes in the responses of the postreceptorial achromatic (A), red-green (T), and blue-yellow (D) mechanisms, when a chromatic signal is introduced against a given background or adapting stimulus.
L 0 , M 0 , and S 0 are the cone excitations elicited in the L, M, and S cones, respectively, by the adapting stimulus-in our computations, the average color of the image-and ⌬L, ⌬M, and ⌬S are the changes in cone excitation when at a given point a stimulus is added to the adapting stimulus. The scaling constants (K A , K T , and K D ) have been chosen to ensure that a stimulus having module unity in the cone-contrast space-that is, in a space where a stimulus are characterized by the contrast vector (⌬L/L 0 , ⌬M/M 0 , and ⌬S/S 0 ), and isolating one of the three mechanisms, will yield a unity response in that mechanism. For an elegant mathematical treatment of this space, including a detailed discussion of the properties assumed for the mechanisms, see the tutorial by D.H. Brainard in Kaiser's and Boynton's book. 29 At the second stage, and for each mechanism A, T, and D, we compute the responses of a mosaic of sensors modeling the responses of the simple cells at V1, under the assumption that the shapes of the sensor's receptive field are the same in the three mechanisms. We assumed that the sensor's mosaics formed a quadrature mirror filter pyramid with Symmetric Quadrature Mirror Filters. 30 These sensors are selective to spatial location, spatial frequency, and orientation. We have used six frequency bands and three orientation bands. The sensor's peak frequencies are separated in one-octave steps, and their band-widths are also one octave. We have assumed a Nyquist frequency of 2 4.5 cpd, so as to have peak frequencies at 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 cpd. For each frequency, we have three orientation bands, the first one with peak response at 0 degree, the second one with peak response at 90 degrees, and the third containing two subbands, one peaking at 45 degrees and the other at 135 degrees. Fig. 2 shows, as an example, the sensors tuned for each orientation for a given spatial frequency (8 cpd), represented in the spatial frequency space, and the sensors tuned to each spatial frequency, for a given orientation (0 degree).
If we require at least 5 sensors per band, the minimum image size allowing the definition of a 6-level pyramid is 320 ϫ 320 pixels. We have an equal number of sensors, 3 ϫ 160 ϫ 160 tuned to the largest frequency (16 cpd), (1/3 for each orientation), 3 ϫ 80 ϫ 80 for the next frequency, and so on. The last 5 ϫ 5 sensors are the low-frequency residual.
The vector containing the responses, R j , of the pyramid of sensors of a particular subject to a given image centered at coordinates (x 0 ,y 0 ) of the visual field may be computed by means of a matricial product. For instance, for the sensors in mechanism A, we have:
where S i (j) is the value of the receptive field function of sensor i at the location specified by pixel jin the image, and ⌬A(j) is the response of the achromatic mechanism to the color of that pixel, obtained with Eq. 4. The coefficient W A,i (x 0 , y 0 ) in the diagonal matrix is a scaling coefficient reflecting the relative contrast sensitivity differences between sensors in mechanism A. To compute these weights, we have assumed that 31 :
where W is the matrix with the sensor weights, S is the matrix with the receptive fields, F is the matrix that transforms a signal into the Fourier domain, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is a diagonal matrix containing the contrast sensitivity for each frequency, evaluated at location (x 0 ,y 0 ) of the visual field. The Fourier transform has been computed with the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm in Matlab, and the CSF matrix has been estimated from measures of the spatial contrast sensitivity functions (CSF) of the subjects (obtained with the procedure described in the Methods-ATD perimetries section), at different locations of the visual field. The matlabPyrTools library 32 has been used to implement Eqs. 5, 6. The sensor responses in the red-green and blue-yellow mechanisms are derived with analogous equations.
Subject Description
Five subjects took part in the experiment after signing informed consent. The reference subject was obtained as the average of four healthy subjects, who did not present symptoms of pathologies affecting the visual system, and with ages between 30 and 42, all of them either emmetropic or wearing their best correction, yielding at least unity decimal visual acuity. Their intraocular pressure was Ͻ21 mm Hg, and their color vision, evaluated with the FM 100 Hue test, was normal.
The problem subject was a 37-year-old woman with LHON. Only her right eye was studied. Her refraction in that eye was (Ϫ1) (Ϫ4) 15 degrees, with a monocular decimal visual acuity of 0.6 -her binocular visual acuity was slightly better, 0.7-and an intraocular pressure of 14 mm Hg. Her total error score with the Farnsworth-Munsell 100 Hue Test is within normal values for her age (73, see Fig. 3 ), but her total partial error scores is larger for the red-green tan for the blue-yellow mechanism, unlike what should be expected of a normal subject (total partial error scores 50 and 23 for the R-G and the B-Y directions, respectively). 33 Fundus retinography shows the abnormalities usual in this pathology, such as optic disc pallor.
ATD Perimetries
The visual field of each subject was evaluated by means of 15 perimetries, each comprising 21 locations in the visual field, within a Ϯ30 degrees ϫ Ϯ20 degrees region around fovea. The stimuli were sinusoidal gratings of frequencies 0, 0.5, 2, 4, and 8 cpd, with smoothed borders in both the spatial and the temporal domain, and color palettes confined along the cardinal directions of the achromatic (A), red-green (T), or blue-yellow (D) mechanisms (hence the name ATD-perimetry), which we describe in more detail in what follows. Let us define a coordinate system (xЈ, yЈ, tЈ), with origin of spatial positions on the center of the screen, which serves as the fixation point for the observer, and origin of time at the beginning of the test presentation. At each trial, a stimulus is shown, centered at a given location (x C Ј, y C Ј), at the instant t 0 Ј. At each position, (x, y) relative to the center of the stimulus (with x ϭ xЈ Ϫ x C Ј and yϭyЈϪy C Ј) and for each instant tϭtЈ Ϫ t 0 Ј after stimulus onset, the stimulus patterns are described by the following equation:
The elements of the stimulus vector, ⌬A s , ⌬T s , and ⌬D s , are the maximal response variations-or amplitudes-elicited by the pattern in the achromatic, red-green, and blue-yellow mechanisms, measured from the response values corresponding to the average stimulus, which is in this case the achromatic stimulus of the display (x CIE ϭ 0.2915, y CIE ϭ 0.3147) at a luminance level of 45 cd/m 2 , and computed from Eq. 4. The function g(r), with r 2 ϭ x 2 Ϫ y 2 ; is a spatial Gaussian smoothing function with radial symmetry, defined as:
where r 0 ϭ 1.5 degrees and ϭ (1/3) degrees. The function h(t) is the temporal envelope, defined as:
where T s ϭ 1000 ms is the total presentation time, t 0 is 100 ms, and t ϭ t 0 /3, so the stimulus amplitude increases smoothly for 100 ms, stays steady for 800 ms, and fades in 100 ms. Finally, the constant a in the rectangle function, which is equal to 5 degrees, represents the size of the stimuli. The stimuli were generated in a 17 inch LG Flatron F700P cathode ray tube monitor configured to have a horizontal resolution of 1280 lines and a frame rate of 72 Hz, driven by a Bitsϩϩ 1548 Simulating Images Seen with Inhomogeneous Sensitivity Losses-Capilla et al.
FIGURE 4B.
Contrast sensitivity maps obtained from the perimetries with sinusoidal stimuli of different spatial frequencies in the cardinal directions of the A, T, and D mechanisms. B, Results of the LOHN patient. Each row corresponds to a different mechanism (from top to bottom, A, T, and D) and each column to a spatial frequency (from left to right 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8 cpd).
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video controller of 12 bits developed by Cambridge Research Systems. The cathode ray tube monitor was colorimetrically characterized and gamma corrected. The details of the measurement procedure have been published elsewhere. 34 The mean results of the four normal subjects and the problem subject are shown in Fig. 4A , B. The pathological subject exhibit localized sensitivity reductions in the central field in the three mechanisms, and for all frequencies, with a shift in maximum sensitivity toward periphery. These results are consistent with the losses in central field sensitivity found with standard automated perimetry in these patients. 35 The chromatic mechanisms show also a slight global sensitivity reduction, affecting in a greater degree the red-green mechanism, in agreement with the results of the Farnsworth-Munsell 100 Hue Test for our patient. The spatial CSFs at each location of the visual field, derived from the perimetric data, show the typical band-pass filter shape for the achromatic mechanism and low-pass for the two chromatic ones (not shown). These data were extrapolated to cover the frequency domain of our mosaic of sensors and interpolated, to derive the weights in Eq. 5 with the procedure described in Eq. 6.
Distortion Contours
Using our algorithm with this simplified model for the visual system, we have simulated the appearance a given image, at a given location r 0 of the visual field, has for a problem subject, deriving the image that seen by a normal subject in fovea has the same appearance. To quantify the distortions introduced in the perception of any image, in comparison with a certain reference image, we compute the pixel-by-pixel responses of the achromatic, red-green, and blue-yellow postreceptorial mechanisms to both the image that simulates the perception of our problem subject (f.i., the image perceived by a pathological subject at location r ជ 0,prob of the visual field) and of our reference image (f.i., the image perceived by a normal subject at the same location or else the undistorted image). For each mechanism, we proceed then as follows: (1) we compute the vector of raw responses given by the mosaic of our sensors (i.e., without the relative weights) to the image that simulates the perception of our problem subject, (2) we compute the vector of raw sensor responses to the reference image, (3) the modulus of the difference between these two vectors, normalized to the modulus of the vector of raw responses to the reference image, is our measure of the distortion experienced by the problem subject. This measure of distortion for each separate mechanism, expressed as a percentage, is computed at different locations of the image, and represented in a contour plot to describe how the quality of the perceived image changes across the visual field of our problem subject.
Observation Conditions for the Simulated Images
Taking into account that the images are 320 ϫ 320 pixels and that we have assumed a Nyquist frequency equal to 2 4.5 cpd, images should be viewed foveally-the reference location in is the fovea of the normal subject-under an angle of 320/2 5.5 degrees, that is, 7 degrees approximately. To avoid the artifacts caused by image undersampling, we strongly suggest viewing the uncompressed images online.
RESULTS
Images Perceived by a Normal Subject Across the Visual Field
Changes in image perception across the visual field of a normal subject have been analyzed using the average distortion in each visual mechanism at each location of the visual field of a database of 92 color images, 36 -39 plotted in the contour maps in Fig. 5 , using as reference the fovea of the normal subject. The three maps exhibit some common features: they appear as elongated along the horizontal meridian, and image quality (minimum distortion) is optimal at fovea and deteriorates significantly with eccentricity (p Ͻ 0.05 in the Wilcoxon signed rank test). However, in T image quality falls more rapidly in the center of the visual field than in the periphery (that is, image quality falls abruptly away from fovea, but becomes constant in the periphery), whereas in A and D, changes are slower. Evidence can be found about greater sensitivity of the lower 40 -43 and temporal [41] [42] [43] regions of the visual field to achromatic patterns, except when the stimuli are detected by the magnocellular pathway. 43 There is also evidence of the superiority of Distortion contour maps for the normal subject. For each mechanism, the distortion introduced in the simulation of 92 images from the database has been computed at different spatial locations relative to the undistorted image. The results shown are the average of the whole database.
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the temporal over the nasal field with red-green patterns 44 -46 (we have not found results concerning the upper-lower visual field asymmetry with red-green patterns). With blue-yellow patterns, the lower visual field is more sensitive than the upper and there would be no significant temporal-nasal asymmetry. 47 We cannot affirm with our results, however, that the rate of image distortion change with eccentricity is significantly different in any of the quadrants of the visual field. In other words, no significant asymmetry in the visual was found in this study. Fig. 6 shows two examples of the results obtained with our algorithm. Each image must be viewed foveally, since the fovea of the normal subject has been used as the reference in this simulation. From left to right, we have the undistorted image (that is, in this case, the image perceived at fovea) and at two eccentricities [locations (5 degrees, 5 degrees) and (15 degrees,15 degrees) in the visual field]. Note that the different effects on image perception that are revealed depend on the frequency and chromatic content of the original images. The degradation in image quality with increasing eccentricity is visible in all visual mechanisms, with spatial resolution and chromatic and achromatic contrast losses. In the upper image, we observe achromatic haloes and a highly desaturated color palette, reddish hues being specially affected, although objects can still be recognized due to an effect of edge enhancement. In the lower image, however, the loss of high frequency content in the red-green mechanism is so important as to completely mask the color transitions, and consequently it becomes almost impossible to recognize the simulated images as a landscape.
Image Perception Across the Visual Field of an LHON Patient
To analyze changes in image perception across the visual field for our LHON patient, we have again simulated the appearance of the 92 images in our database and obtained the average distortion value at each location of the visual field for each mechanism, which we have represented as a contour plot (Fig. 7) . In this case, however, two different measures of distortion have been computed: differences with the original undistorted image (Fig. 7A ) and with the image seen for a normal subject at the same location (Fig. 7B) . If we represent the differences between the image perceived by the patient and the undistorted image, we may conclude that the patient's deformations are large in all the visual field, but minimal around a location in the inferonasal field. The red-green mechanism suffers the largest relative distortions (above 65% in all the visual field), and it is also the one exhibiting more uniform losses in all the visual field, with only slight differences between central and peripheral locations. When the distortions introduced in the perceived images are measured relatively to the image perceived by the normal subject at the same location, the patient appears to be more different from the normal subject around fovea, particularly at the upper-temporal part of the visual field for the achromatic and blue-yellow mechanisms, whereas the red-green mechanism shows a more symmetrical pattern of quality losses. As eccentricity increases, and the quality of the perceived image is degraded for both the normal and the pathological subjects, the differences between them is reduced. For this reason, in what follows we will not show results about the more peripheral locations. Fig. 8 shows how the LOHN patient perceives three images from our database at different locations of her visual field-Ϫ5 degrees, Ϫ5 degrees; 0 degrees, 0 degrees; and 5 degrees, 5 degrees. To enable the reader to estimate the degree and type of distortion introduced for the pathology, we show below the appearance of the original image for a normal subject at the same locations. The images chosen illustrate that the maximum image quality of the pathological subject is not reached at fovea, and that the image seen at the inferonasal position has slightly better quality than the rest, although in all cases the image appears distorted in comparison with what a normal subject would see at the same location. In general, the patient perceives images with chromatic and achromatic haloes at each eccentricity, and contrast is reduced, both in the achromatic and the chromatic directions, resulting in a more desaturated color palette, and both effects are stronger than for the normal subject at the same locations. Note that the particular color distortions observed depend strongly on the frequency content of the image. In the first image, the simulation at fovea shows that at high frequencies the chromatic losses result in a color palette resembling that of a red-green defective (blues become purple, yellows remain basically unaffected, and red and green turn into purples or yellows with low saturation). However, as can be seen in the simulation of the second image at the same location, color appearance and color discrimination at low frequencies are maintained with only slight variations, although discrimination losses are always larger for reddish colors. Finally, the simulations of the appearance of achromatic images (right hand image) predict that the subject would have only moderate losses of high frequency content, which agrees with the visual acuity found for the subject.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The application of the spatiochromatic corresponding pair algorithm with a model of the visual system that includes a chromatic information processing stage, followed by a spatial information processing stage allowed us to visualize the different effects-blur, chromatic, or achromatic haloes; local hue shifts; and global and local reductions in contrast, brightness, or colorfulness-that the losses of achromatic and chromatic contrast sensitivity caused by a particular pathology of the visual system may have on the perception of a complex image. 21 In the present article, we have shown that the algorithm, used with a spatial vision model including the variation of the contrast sensitivity with spatial location, may reveal the 1552 Simulating Images Seen with Inhomogeneous Sensitivity Losses-Capilla et al.
FIGURE 8.
Three examples of simulated images for the LOHN patient and the average normal patient at the same locations. From top to bottom, the simulations at locations (Ϫ5°, Ϫ5°), (0°, 0°), and (5°, 5°). A color version of this figure is available online at www.optvissci.com.
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However, the emphasis must be laid on the usefulness of the algorithm to describe the visual perception of any given problem subject and not on the particular vision model used to implement the algorithm. It is evident that the predictive capabilities of the model used determine how realistic the simulations made with the algorithm will be. If the model is based on patient's experimental data, the reliability of these measurements will also affect the quality of the predictions. The repeatability of our measurements, evaluated with the intraclass correlation coefficient, varies from good to excellent, thus in what follows we will concentrate only in the structure of the model. In the spatial model used in this article, the losses of contrast sensitivity with eccentricity have been attributed to a change in the weights-or gains-W k, j(x0, y0) acting on raw sensor responses in mechanism k. This is the philosophy behind what is called the "anchored model," which assumes that the origin in the changes of contrast sensitivity of the visual system across the visual field is a change in sensor gains only. 26 However, the same behavior could be attributed to changes in channel gains combined with a shift in the peak spatial frequency of the sensors, which is termed as a "shifting channel model." 48 -50 Although the shifting channel model seems more realistic, there are also psychophysical data that might be more consistent with the anchored model. 51 Given that there is not a consensus on what the better model to describe the visual system is, we have opted for the anchored model for computational simplicity. Even if the anchored model could be less realistic, the predictions made for the LHNO patient are reasonably consistent with the clinical signs of this disease: losses in the three mechanisms are maximal in the central visual field and the red-green mechanism is more affected than the blue-yellow one, particularly at fovea, where the patient behaves like a redgreen defective, whereas in the rest of the visual field, she resembles more an anomalous trichromat.
Note that we have chosen to simulate the appearance of a relatively large image at different points of the visual field instead of an image filling the visual field of the subject. Behind this choice, there is a wish to allow the reader to viewing the simulate images under relatively realistic observation conditions-note that a fullscreen image simulating a 20 degrees ϫ 20 degrees visual field ought to be viewed at about 7 cm, which is not a reasonable viewing distance. Nevertheless, there are also methodological reasons. In fact, by positioning the same image-that is, the same information content-at different locations of the visual field, the task of comparing the performances of the visual system at different eccentricities is easier and the risk of overlooking an effect because the original image lacks the appropriate frequencies in the appropriate mechanism at a given location diminishes.
In this work, we have discarded certain refinements of the spatial model requiring additional experimental measurements with our subjects. In particular, matrix W in Eq. 5 has been assumed to depend on the coordinates (x 0 ,y 0 ) where the image is centered and not on the relative location of the sensors within the image, as in Eq. 6 we have assumed that the CSF only depends on (x 0 ,y 0 ). We felt that our experimental data (derived with 5 degrees ϫ 5 degrees stimuli and with a not very dense sampling of the visual field) did not justify such refinement. On the other hand, different nonlinearities could have been included. Two essential difficulties are met here, nevertheless. In the first pace, the algorithm requires an invertible normal model. A model including the non-linear behavior of the cortical cells could always be numerically, but not necessarily analytically, invertible, with the complications that behavior would create in the simulation process. On the second hand, psychophysical data from the problem and normal observers are needed to estimate the parameters in the non-linear mechanisms, and although the literature could provide sufficient information to estimate the values for the normal subject, they should be derived individually for each pathological subject under study. We feel that this sophistication, besides implying a large number of measurements with our patient, would not really add relevantly different information to what the simple model could already show us.
As we discussed in a previous article, 21 there at least two families of procedures to test the validity of the predictions made when the corresponding pair algorithm is used with a particular model. The experimental procedure would consist in checking whether the simulated image really describes the appearance of the original image, that is, whether the simulated image, seen by a normal visual system, yields the same perception than the original image seen by the variant visual system. This would require either a subject with a normal and a variant eye, or a subject with at least a normal region in the visual field, which could serve as a reference location. The experiment would consist, for instance, in presenting in the damaged eye/location the original image and in the normal eye/location a family of images, including the one obtained with our algorithm. The subject must decide which image describes best his/her perception, for instance with a forced choice procedure. However, subjects that would match the required conditions for the experiment are hard to find. Even in the more frequent case of subjects conserving a normal region in the visual field, we would still require that the "normal" location be not of too low sensitivity, as beyond a certain degree of distortion in the image, it is hard to decide which, between two highly distorted images, is the best representation of the observer's perception. These difficulties led us to prefer a second testing procedure, more theoretical in nature. This procedure consists in checking whether certain known characteristics of the subject are visible in the simulated images (haloes, defocus, and color discrimination losses) or in checking whether the behavior of the variant subject in an experiment is correctly predicted by the model. This is, for instance, what we have done when computing the changes of image quality in different points of the visual field of the normal subject.
